
ESSAY ON MOVIES TODAY

Free sample essay on Today's Movies. The movies of today are based on fights between two rival gangs who want to
have an upper hand over another.

The French Lumiere Brothers are the first hand of making the new modern film industry. Bollywood is the
global leader in production of movies with a staggering 27, featured films and thousands of short films. It may
tempt him to corrupt thoughts and evil deeds. But this proves dangerous when the effect is unhealthy. The
value of every art, however, lies in the effect of this propaganda. The fees do not stop them however. With the
introduction of synchronized sound with motion pictures, the film industry experienced a tremendous boom.
The roles of black characters were also portrayed by white actors in blackface. However, they may lack the
cinematic elements like group dances, romance, fights, comedy scenes, etc. The first idea of film was a
picture, moreover pictures that moving in a certain way to look like a movie. Listening to Michael Jackson
helped me grow up to be friendly, easy-going, and opened minded to new things There are films with different
ideals and thoughts, with different social problems and issues. Film executives believe that Netflix is taking
the value out of movies by making them available anywhere, anytime Kaiser,  In these five short stories and
film they talked a lot about technology. It can also broaden their outlook, enrich their conscience and help
them to become the ideal citizens of a country. Brazilian producers cant hold a candle to the American cinema,
not many can, they tried making box offices hits. It renders them highly useful services to moral progress and
social happiness. The way and means to reach this diverse audience is through promotions. Yet, when we
begin looking at all the technological advances that took place in film over time and the events which occurred
during these periods, it was a complex journey. Such moves deliver a forceful message to society. Generally,
this is the main reason for the low standard of films. In any entertainment medium whether it be music, print
media or the film industry, celebrities can be seen. Cinema can act as a helpful social force if it is properly
conducted. Films are often due to technological advances, or even to reintroduce a classic story. In fact,
cinema is a iving reality of the present age and cannot be done away with. In the Indian films there is extreme
level of violence, crime and other deviations from normal human behavior. For the first time in human history,
visual experience could be shared and â€” most importantly â€” sold to the general public. Ordinary men see
the learning, they are inspired to think and act in a noble and dignified way. When the effect is good, the
propaganda the cinema becomes useful. Kennedy, such as the Vietnam War. The modern audiences want
songs and dances, spectacle and gorgeous costumes, love scenes and fights. In a backward country, like India,
its importance, as a source of knowledge and training, is undeniable. Focusing on the crucial procedures of
movie making and the impact that technology had on each of the areas, this research would look at recent
reforms in the pre-production part of film making, furthermore we will try to know the new instruments,
equipment and storage facilities being used by modern film makers and producers. They have had this effect
ever since the creation of motion picture cameras. The scope of the problem lies for the whole feature film
industry as this slow process of filming affects the whole industry. Making out, doing drugs, and drinking
occurs. Producers should pay more attention on producing good films that consists educational values.
Grounded firmly in both the worlds of art and business the balance of artistic expression and
commercialization has been an issue throughout the history of filmmaking. Here it is found really useful.


